BACKGROUND
Near the end of the twentieth century, South Africa underwent tremendous social and political change with the end of apartheid. Under apartheid’s overt racially discriminatory social and economic systems, black South Africans were segregated and provided vastly inferior educational opportunities. The Bantu Education Act of 1953 institutionalized this segregation and stripped black students of rights, funnelling them through geographically isolated, inferior, poorly funded schools.

However, after Nelson Mandela’s African National Congress (ANC) came to power in 1994, the South African government radically restructured education, improving funding to the extent that the country now spends more on education than many other developed nations. Why then, do academic scores and outcomes remain so dramatically unequal for black South Africans? Clearly, the effects of apartheid are deeply embedded within the education system — increased funding has failed to make much difference in improving the lives of black students, and the overall health of South African society as a whole.

These historic disparities show up in various ways within the education and social systems of South Africa. Though non-white South Africans make up more than 90% of the population, these groups still lag far behind whites in academics, access to quality teachers, and future economic prosperity. The best, safest schools require additional economic investment in transportation, uniform, and supply fees — making them unattainable for many black students, especially those in rural locations and townships. Further, students with disabilities (and other disadvantaged populations) are regularly excluded from education. Improving education outcomes for all South Africans and ensuring sustainable civic health in the country will require innovative thinking and careful implementation of meaningful changes.
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